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Abstract. Observationsof extremelylow frequency(ELF) radio atmospherics
(sferics),
the transient electromagneticfields radiated by lightning discharges,are used to determine
the current moment waveformsof vertical lightning discharges.In order to extract this
information the propagationof radio atmosphericsfrom sourceto receivermust be modeled
accurately,especiallyin view of the important role played by the D and E regions of

the ionosphereat theselong (>200 km) wavelengths.We model broadbandELF sferic
waveformsby adapting a single-frequencyELF propagation code to calculate an ELF
propagationimpulse responseunder the assumptionof horizontal ionospherichomogeneity,
with which we extract the sourcelightning current waveformfrom an observedELF sferic
waveform using a deconvolutionmethod based on linear regularization. Tests on modeled
sfericsindicate that the method is accurate and relatively insensitiveto noise, and we
demonstratethe application of the techniquewith a sprite-associatedsferic. Since ELF
sfericscan often be observedmany thousandsof kilometers from the sourcedischarge,the
techniquedevelopedhere representsa powerful new method of remotely sensinglightning
current

1.

waveforms.

Introduction

quency(ELF, 3-3000 Hz) bands.ELF and VLF energy
originating in a lightning dischargeis reflected
Radio atmospherics
(or sferics,for short) are the
by
the
lower ionosphereand the ground and thus
electromagneticsignalslaunchedby individual lightpropagates
in a guided fashion between these two
ning discharges.Lightning radiates electromagnetic
boundaries,
which form what is known as the Earthenergy over an extremely wide bandwidth, from a
ionosphere
waveguide.
This guided propagation ocfew hertz [Burkeand Jones,1992]to manytensof
curs
with
low
attenuation
rates (a few decibelsper
megahertz[Weidmanand Krider, 1986]. However,
by virtue of the timescalesof the return stroke current most of the energy is radiated in the very low

1000km [Taylorand$ao, 1970]),allowingELF-VLF

sfericsto be observedliterally around the world from
frequency(VLF, 3-30 kHz) and extremelylow fre- their sourcelightning discharge.
SinceELF-VLF sfericsare launchedby the lightning current and can be observedat long distances
1Nowat Departmentof Electricaland Computer from the discharge,their measurementcan potenEngineering,Duke University, Durham, North Car- tially providea powerfultechniquefor remotely sensing the sourcelightning current waveform. In this
olina.
work, we developa techniqueto determinethe lightCopyright 2000 by the American GeophysicalUnion. ning dischargecurrentmoment(i.e., currentmagni-

tude times channellength) usingELF sfericsmeaPaper number 1999RS002184.

sured at an arbitrary but known distance from the
sourcelightning. We assumethat the propagation
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chargemomentchangein the discharge(i.e., the time
integral of the current moment), which is an important quantity in some applications. The bandwidth
of the measurement could be increased by includtudes[Taranenko
et el., 1993],suchdisturbances
are ing the information at frequenciesabove ""1.5 kHz;
generallylocalized,and their effectson ELF sferics however,the propagationof VLF energyin the QTE
and QTM modes is highly dispersiveand depends
at long distancesare expectedto be small. This
earity implies that the sferic waveformis given by stronglyon the ionosphere
[Cummeret al., 1998a],
the convolution of the source current moment and
making it more difficult to analyze than the signal
the overall systemimpulse response,defined as the in the QTEM mode. These highly dispersedQTE
fields observedremotely from an impulsivevertical modes are responsiblefor the waveformsknown as
lightningdischarge,which includesthe effectsof sig- tweeks[$ukhorukov,
1996]. We shouldalsomention
ha! propagationand reception. Thus the extrac- that we use the term ELF throughout this work to
tion of the current moment amounts to a deconvodenote signal energy at frequencieswhere only the
lution of the observed ELF sferic and an appropriQTEM modepropagates(below""1.5kHz).
Among the techniquesthat have beenusedto meaate propagationimpulseresponse,which we implement with a technique known as linear regulariza- sure lightning return stroke current waveformsand
tion. We model the propagationimpulseresponseby chargetransferare directstrikeof instruments[Huadaptinga general,single-frequency
ELF-VLF prop- bert et al., 1984],electricfield mill arrays[Krehbiel
agationcode(LongWavePropagationCapability,or et al., 1979],and nearbyobservations
of HF radia-

of this energy is linear, and therefore we ignore any
ionosphericmodification by the radiated lightning
energy. Although intenselightning dischargesproduceboth heating and ionizationat ionosphericalti-

LWPC) [PappertandMoler, 1974;PappertandFer- tion [Coorayand Gomes,1998]. A disadvantage
of
guson,1986]to modelbroadbandELF sfericwave- these techniquesis that they are restricted to meaforms.

surements made at distances of at most a few tens of

To simplify the extraction of the source current
moment, we only considerthe propagation of the

kilometers from the lightning discharge. The sferic-

quasi-transverse
electromagnetic(QTEM) mode in

be applied to any observablesferic with a known

a horizontally homogeneousEarth-ionospherewave-

source location

based method

which

we describe

in this work

can

and thus does not have a localiza-

guide (althoughinhomogeneities
can be accounted tion limitation. The sferic-basedtechnique outlined
for if required). Our assumptionof homogeneityis here has been particularly usefulin the measurement
valid at midlatitudes at night when the ionosphere of chargetransfer in lightning dischargeswhich are
is relatively stable, but it breaksdown in regionsof
knowninhomogeneitysuchas the day-nightterminator. Sincethe QTEM modeis ine•ciently excitedby
a horizontalcurrent source,our method is effectively
limited to measuringVerticalcurrents.Although the
sferic waveforms received on the ground are composedof a superpositionof this QTEM mode and
other waveguidemodes, the desired QTEM mode
can be extracted by low-passfiltering the sfericsat
""1.5kHz, asthe quasi-transverse
electric(QTE) and
quasi-transverse
magnetic (QTM) modestypically
have a sharp cutoff near this frequencyand thus do
not containsignificantenergybelowit [e.g., Curemet et el., 1998a]. This filteringnecessarily
limits
the bandwidth

of the extracted

current moment and

associated
with sprites[e.g.,Curemetet al., 1998b],
the transient mesosphericoptical emissionswhich occur in responseto somestrong lightning discharges.
ELF sferics,also referred to as "slow tails," have

been studiedexperimentallyfor many years [Hepburn, 1957; Taylor and $ao, 1970; Hughes, 1971;

Burkeand Jones,1992;Reisinget al., 1996]. Burke
and Jones[1996]describeda methodto extract a
two-parameter
lightn,
ing currentmomentfrommeasuredELF sfericsin a narrowfrequencyrange(5-50
Hz), while our techniqueextractsan arbitrary lightning current moment waveform over a wider band-

width (--10-1500 Hz). A numberof simplified,analytical models of single-frequencyand broadband

ELF propagationhavebeenformulated[Wait, 1960;
Jones, 1970; Greifinger and Greifinger, 1978, 1979,

therefore precludesthe extraction of current waveform characteristicswith frequenciesabove 1.5 kHz.
It should be noted that while this filtering does increasethe risetime and fall time of the dischargecurrent and reducesthe peak current amplitude, it does

exponentially varying ionosphericconductivity. An
ELF propagation impulse responsecalculated with
any of these other methods can be used with the

not significantlyreducethe measurabilityof the total

deconvolution

1986; Sukhorukov,
1992],most of whichrequirean

method

described

in section 3.1 to ex-
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ter the measuredsfericsafter observationto impose
a different frequency response,provided that the receiver responseis flat at the frequencieswhere such
postfiltering is applied. The frequency responseof
the receiver used in this work is flat to below 1 Hz

2. ELF Sferic Modeling

[Fraser-Smithand Helliwell, 1985], and we impose

a single-pole, 30 Hz high-passfilter to the observed
As mentionedin section1, we wish to calculatethe and modeled sfericsand spectra presentedhere. As
ELF electricand magneticfieldsradiated by an arbi- discussedin section 3.2, this low frequencyresponse
trary vertical lightning current waveform. Although can play a role in the detectability of slowly varythe detailed dynamics of a lightning return stroke ing currents, so that we must keep the lower cutoff
are complicated[Thottappillilet al., 1997],we can as low as possible,but not so low that the so-called
treat the dischargechannel as an electrically short Schumann
resonances
[Nickolaenko,
1997]contribute
antennahaving a time-varyingcurrent that is con- significantlyto the observedsignal. We alsomust apstant alongthe channellength. This approximation ply a low-passfilter to the observedsfericsin order
is valid becausewe restrict our analysisto frequencies to removethe QTM and QTE portions of the signal

f < 1.5 kHz wherethe wavelength(• > 200 kin) is
muchlongerthan the typical channellength (l < 10
km) and becausethe radiated fieldsare nearly independentof sourcealtitude for propagationin the

(which,as discussed
in section1, are only significant
for f > 1.5 kHz), and we must apply the samefilter

to the modeled ELF impulse responsefor accurate
comparison of modeled and measured sferics. This
QTEM mode [Cummeret al., 1998b]for altitudes filter, which we implement as a thirtieth-order digibelow the ionosphere. Thus the radiation sourceis tal finite impulseresponse(FIR) filter with a-3 dB
the currentmomentwaveformmi(t) = li(t), where cutoff frequencyof I kHz, is applied to all the wavel is the lightningcurrentlength and i(t) is the cur- forms and spectra in this work.
rent waveform. Becausethis propagationproblem is
linear and time invariant, the fields are related to an
arbitrary current waveformby a simple convolution 2.1. Frequency Domain Modeling
operation[Bracewell,
1986,p. 24],andit is sufficient As the basis of our broadband ELF sferic propto considerthe fieldsproducedby an impulsivecur- agation model, we use the single-frequencyLWPC
rent, which we refer to as the propagation,impulse ELF-VLF propagationmodel [Pappertand Ferguresponse.This impulseresponseis equivalentlythe son, 1986]. This generalmodel allowsfor arbitrary
Green's function for fields from an impulsive source orientation of the ambient magnetic field, arbitrary
for a specificand known source-receiver
distance.
homogeneousground permittivity and conductivity,
Propagation in a horizontally homogeneous
wave- and arbitrary altitude profilesof ionosphericelectron
guide like that consideredhere can be modeledef- and ion density. For ELF propagation,LWPC solves

ficiently by Fourier transformmethods,from which the time harmonic (i.e., singlefrequency)propagaa time domain waveform can be computed as the tion problemusingmodetheory [Budden,1961],in
inverse Fourier transform of the frequency domain
solution. This is the solution method we use in this

which the fields at a distancefrom the sourceare produced by the QTEM waveguidemode. This mode,
which is analogousto the TEM mode of a perfectly
conductingparallel plate waveguide,is composedprimarily of a horizontalmagneticfield perpendicularto
the propagation direction and a vertical electric field.
For example, the transversehorizontal magnetic field

work. When inhomogeneitiesare expectedto play a
major role, direct time domain (finite differenceor
finite element)methodsbecomemore useful.
The shape of an ELF waveform is strongly controlled by the bandwidth of the receiverwith which
it is observed.Consequently,
we must apply the effec- B• at a distancex alongthe groundfrom a vertical
tive receiverfilters to any modeled ELF waveformor electric dipole sourceas a function of frequencyis
impulseresponseso that it is directly comparableto
the observedELF sferics. Suchfiltering ensuresthat
Resin x
the modeled ELF impulse responseis the impulse B•(•,x)- -pok•/2M•(o•)
responseof the entire system,includingpropagation
ß
•
(1)
and receivereffects.It is alsopossibleto digitally ill-
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wherewavenumberk is givenby k = 2•r/w, Me(w) is
the verticalelectricdipolemomentof the source(and
is relatedto the sourcecurrentmomentby Me(w) =
-iMi(w)/w, where Mi is the sourcecurrent mo-

mentamplitude)
andtheterm[REsin
(X/RE)]
-•/2
accountsfor the spreadingof the fieldsover a spheri-

cal Earth of radiusRE (notethat this term is equiv-
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refractionof the QTEM mode is given by the sine
of the correspondingeigenangle0. The excitation
and receiver factors At and Ar quantify the coupling betweenthe transmitting and receivingantennas and the fields of the waveguide mode. These
terms also contain the altitude dependenceof the
fields, but since all sources and receivers are assumed to be at ground altitude, their altitude dependenceis omitted. The terms 0, At, and Ar are
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functions of frequencyand depend on the specified
Figure 2. CalculatedELF sfericspectrafor propionosphericelectron density and collisionfrequency agation distancesof 1000, 2000, and 3000 km under
profiles. They are all calculatednumericallyin the nighttime and daytime ionospheres.The sourceis an
propagationcode. The reader is referred to Pappert impulsivedischargewith a chargemomentchangeof

and Ferguson[1986,and references
therein]for fur-

10 C.km

ther details concerningthis model.
To calculate the fields from a broadband source,

one simplyneedsto calculateBy(w) overthe range

sphere[Raweret al., 1978].The positiveion density,

of frequenciessignificant to the problem at hand

(in our case, -•10-2000 Hz). Figure 1 showsrep-

which plays a significantrole in nighttime ELF propagation, is taken to be equal to the electrondensity

resentative nighttime and daytime electron density

exceptwhereNe < 100cm-3, at whichaltitudesthe

(Ne) altitude profiles,and Figure 2 showsthe ELF

positive and negative ion densities are both set to
sferic amplitude spectra calculated with this model 100 cm-3. The spectrain Figure2 are the amplifor thesetwo profiles.The profilesare representative tude of the transverse
horizontalmagneticfieldBy
midlatitude local midnight and midday profilescal- as a function of frequency observed at x -- 1000,
culated with the 1995 International
Reference Iono2000, and 3000 km from the sourcedischarge.The
source current for each is an impulse with a total
charge moment change of 10 C km. The peaks in
the nighttime spectral amplitudes are a consequence
of the realistic nighttime ionosphere;if the E region

24ø
t

200[

valleybetween100and 150km is filled(asit is for
the daytime profile), these peaks disappear. Sim-

160

ilar resonance effects have been seen in theoretical

studiesof ELF propagationin the presenceof nar-

120

row sporadicE layers[Barr, 1977],indicatingthat
electrondensitiesat thesefairly high altitudescan
stronglyinfluenceELF propagation. The daytime

80

40

101

102

103

104

electrondensity(era-3)

10`5

106

ionosphereis much simpler, and under these conditions, approximate analytic formulationsof ELF
propagationwith exponentiallyvarying ionospheric

Figure 1. Representativedaytime and nighttime conductivity[e.g., Greifingerand Greifinger,1978;
1992]provideresultssimilarto thoseof
ionosphericelectron density profiles from the 1995 $ukhorukov,
the full wave LWPC model.
International ReferenceIonospheremodel.
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a Time Domain Waveform

The complex sferic spectrum which results from

our frequencydomaincalculation(e.g., Figure 2) is
the Fourier transform

of the sferic waveform and thus

can be converted to a time domain waveform with an

inverseFourier transform operation. However, since
we have only a sampled version of the continuous

sfericspectrumF(w) for positivew, we mustapproximate the inverseFourier transform, and we can do so
using a method basedon the fast Fourier transform

(ss•).
The continuoustime domainwaveformf(t) is defined by the inverse Fourier transform, namely,
1

.......
i.....
i• o.o4
ßßi•.!..-:
............
I......
x=Lø.ø_ø
?I.
o1" •'
:
:
:
-004 0
0.08

E F(mAw)exp
(imAwt), (2)
m----0

where Aw is the differencebetween frequencysam-

6
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f (t) = • f-o• F(w)exp(iwt)dw. Takingadvantage of the fact that f(t) must be causaland thereforeF(w) musthaveHermitiansymmetry[Bracewell,
1986,p. 16],we canapproximatef(t) by

2
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Figure 3. CalculatedELF By waveforms
for propagation distancesof 1000, 2000, and 3000 km under
nighttime and daytime ionospheres.The sourceis an
impulsivedischargewith a chargemomentchangeof
10 C km

ples and N is the numberof samplesof F(w) calculatedthrough (1). Usingthe standarddefinition

oftheinverse
FFTofIFFT(X) xn _• N-1 3. Extracting the Source Current
X,• exp(i27rmn/N), a sampledversionof f(t) can

The linearity and time invariance(on the millisecond timescalesof individual sferics)of the propagaNAw
f(nAt) •..
Re {IFFT IF (mAw)]}, (3) tion problem means that the relationship between
the sferic waveform, current moment waveform, and
whereAt = NZXw'
2• In practice,Aw = 2•r.5Hz issuffi- propagation impulse responseis a simple convoluciently small to capture the finer spectral variations, tion, so that
and sincethe signal is essentiallyzero for frequencies
f (t) =
m,(r) h(t - •) dr,
(4)
greater than 2 kHz, a waveformsampling period of
be written

as

At = 10-4 s meetsthe Nyquistcriterionand results
in a relatively smoothwaveform. Together, thesevalues require N = 2000, which correspondsto a maximum calculated frequency of Wmax= 2•r. 10 kHz.

Since,as we mentioned,IF(•)l • o for f > 2 kHz,
F(w) needonly be calculatedup to 2 kHz and canbe
subsequentlyzero-paddedto meet this requirement.
The 1 kHz low-passfiltering describedin section2,
whichis appliedto eliminate any contributionsto the
signal from the QTM and QTE modes,ensuresthat

whereh(t) isthe propagationimpulseresponse,
m•(t)
is the sourcecurrent moment, and f(t) is the observedelectric or magnetic field waveform. Suppose
that we have observed a given sferic for which we
know the propagationdistancefrom dischargeto receiverand can thereforemodel the ELF propagation

impulseresponseh(t). We can extract the source
current moment by solving the inverse convolution

(or deconvolution)problem.However,unlikeconvo-

lution, deconvolutionis not a s•raightforward operation becaus•of the nonuniquenature of the problem.
the three propagationdistancesand two ionospheres In our case,convolutionis very similar to a low-pass
for which the spectra were shownin Figure 2. These filtering operation and therefore removesinformation
waveformswerefiltered with the previouslydescribed containedin the higherfrequencies
of m•(t). This
lost information cannot be recovered, and therefore
high- and low-passfilters.

IF(w)l • o for f > 2 kHz.
Figure 3 showsthe calculatedBy waveformsfor
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there are manywaveformsmi(t) that satisfythe for-

controlsthe trade-off betweenthese two competing
ward convolutionproblem almost equally well.
solution requirements.
There are a number of deconvolutiontechniques
The normal equations for minimizing this funcwhich handle this nonuniquenessas well as other tional are given by

requirementson our solution (suchas positivity of
mi(t)), many of which come from the related twodimensional
problemof imagereconstruction
[Bracewell, 1995, p. 453]. One techniquewhich we have
IIh--llzB
usedsuccessfully
in the past is CLEAN [Segalovitz
and Frieden, 1978], but linear regularizationhas conditioned,(6) can be solvedfor i usingthe usual
techniquesfor the solution of a linear set of equaproved to be a better method for our needs.
tions, suchas LU decompositionor iterative methods

Because
thematrix
(ATA
•-A[[f• TB)iswell

like the conjugate gradient method.
To be physically reasonable,our solution i must
SincePresset al. [1992,p. 799]givea gooddiscus- be causal; that is, the current must be zero before
sion of the generaltechniqueof linear regularization, the sfericstarts, and it alsomust be strictly positive
we only briefly summarize the method here. The
(becausethe verticalcurrentin a singlelightningdis3.1.

Linear Regularization

convolutionin (4) can be approximatedin discrete chargedoesnot changedirection). The direct soluform by the matrix equation f - Ai, where f and i tion of (6) doesnot guaranteeeither of these;thus
are columnvectorsof length m and n containingthe they must be enforcedthrough another technique.
samplesof f(t) and m•(t), respectively,and where One techniquethat accomplishesthis is the method
A is an m x n matrix with columnscontaining sam- of projections
ontoconvexsets(POCS) [Presset al.,
plesof h(t) (h) shiftedby onesamplerelativeto each 1992,p. 804],whichwe implementin our solutionto

other. In our problem, A and f are known, and we
wish to find i. Since,in general,m • n, an appropriate i is a least squaressolution which minimizes the

enforcecausalityand nonnegativityin our solution.
We do not believe that our use of linear regularization introduces any systematic biases in the

functional
[Ai- f[2.However,
it isessentially
impos- extraction
sible to find a reasonablei directly by this method
becauseof the ill-conditionednature of this problem.
The central idea of linear regularization is to add
an additional term to the least squares functional
which enforcessmoothnesson the solution i, which
often leadsto a well-conditionedproblem. There are
a number of slightly different techniquesfor doing
this, and the one we have found to work well in our
application is to add to the functional we wish to
minimize a factor proportional to the energy of the
first differenceof the signal energy,namely,

[Ai-f[2+A[[h[[•
[Bil•

(5)

of a source current.

Our

choice of the

deviation from a constant for a regularizing functional preferentially selectsconstant, positive currents and thus could lead to an overestimation

of the

total chargemoment change.However,comparisons
with a minimum total energyregularizingfunctional

(which minimizesthe total chargemomentchange
and thus could lead to a systematicunderestimation

of the total chargemomentchange)showvery little
differencebetweenthesetwo techniques.
3.2.

Testing the Deconvolution

Method

We nowtest the linear regularizationtechniquedescribedin section3.1 on a model ELF propagation
whereB is as definedby Presset al. [1992,p. 800, problem. We assumea 2000 km propagationdisequation18.5.1]. This specificsmoothingfunctional tance under the nighttime ionosphereshownin Figserves to minimize the difference of the solution i
ure 1. Figure 3 showsthe calculated propagation
from a constant.The [[h[[•/[[f[[•term is a normaliz- impulse responsefor this scenario. Figure 4a shows
the modeled sferic waveform calculated via convoluing factor so that A = 1 is a reasonablechoice. The
left-handterm of (5) enforces
correctness
(in the con- tion of this impulse responsewith the model source
text of aleconvolution)on the solution i, while the current moment waveformshownin Figure 4b. Filright-hand term enforcessmoothnessby minimizing tered Gaussiannoisewith an amplitude of -•0.01 nT
the deviation of i from a constant.
The factor A
and frequencycontentup to -•500 Hz (this is an ap-
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Becausethe sferic amplitude generally decayswith
time, this fact prohibits extracting accurate source
currents beyond some time after sferic onset. This
time is generally later for larger sferic amplitudes

0.2

(thereforewith better SNR) and for lower low frequencyreceivercutofffrequencies(therebyproviding
more signalat the lowestfrequencies).

o
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to an Observed Sferic

We now demonstratethe application of this technique to an actual observedsferic. The unfiltered
magnetic field waveformshownin Figure 5a was received at Stanford University on July 24, 1996, at
0531:30.109UT. The quasi-periodicpower line noise
has been removed by subtracting a noise-only signal period from the sferic plus noiseperiod of interest. The propagation distance was 1888 km as measured by the National Lightning Detection Network
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Figure 4. A test of the deconvolution
method. (a)
The noisy modeled sferic and the extracted sferic
formed by the convolution of the propagation impulseresponsein Figure 3 and the extracted current

moment. (b) The actual and extractedcurrentmo-

(NLDN) [Cumminset al., 1998].This particulardischarge was associatedwith a large sprite recorded

on video at the Yucca Ridge Field Station [Lyons,

ment waveforms.

proximation of the ELF noisewhich remains after re-

movingmostof the powerline noise)hasbeenadded
to this modeled
vation.

This

sferic to simulate

an actual

sferic he•s also been filtered

obser-

with

the

low-passfilter previouslydescribedin section2.
Figure 4b comparesthe actual current moment
waveformand chargemoment changewith those extractedfrom the noisysferic(with ,k=0.1). This deconvolutiontechniqueis clearly robust in the presence of noise, as the extracted current waveform is
quite close to the model source current. The fact
that the extracted

current is unable to match the fast

rise of the actual current

is due to the limited

width of the sferic used to extract

the current.

bandWhen

combinedwith causality enforcement,the bandwidth
limitation

leads to a small reduction
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chargetransfer. Also, there is a significantdeviation
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tual chargemoment changebeginning •-10 ms after
the dischargeonset,which is due to the fact that the
additive noise begins to dominate the signal at this
time. This deviation highlightsthe generalfact that

Figure 5. An applicationof the overallcurrentmeasurementtechnique.(a) An observedELF sferic.(b)
The modeledELF propagationimpulseresponsefor

this method(and any method,for that matter) has
problemswhenthe signalto noiseratio (SNR) is low.

moment waveform and cumulative charge moment
changeextracted from the observedsferic.

a source-receiver
distanceof 1888km. (c) The charge
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1996]. Sincethis dischargeoccurredat night, we

5. Summary and Conclusions

employ in our model a nighttime ionospheresimilar to that shown in Figure 1, and our ELF sferic
model producesthe magnetic field impulse response
shown in Figure 5b. Applying the linear regularization deconvolutiontechniquewith A = 0.1 yields
the sourcecurrent moment waveformand chargemoment changeshown in Figure 5c. The precisionof
this measurement can be demonstrated by a comparison betweenthe filtered observedsferic and the
reconstructedsfericformed by the convolutionof this
source current and the modeled impulse response.
Graphically,thesetwo waveformsare nearly indistinguishable,and their agreementcan be quantifiedby

We have presenteda techniqueby which lightning
currents can be measured remotely from ELF observationsof the radiated electric or magnetic field
waveforms.This new techniquehas two components.
The first is an accurate model of the propagation
of the ELF energy from sourceto receiver which is
usedto invert the measurements.We developedsuch
a broadband ELF propagation model based on the
general,single-frequency
LWPC ELF-VLF propagation model, in which we assumea horizontally homogeneous
ionosphere.The secondcomponentis the
deconvolutiontechniqueby which the sourcecurrent

the normof the differenceof the observedsferic(so)
and reconstructed
sferic(s•) dividedby the norm of
so. Calculating this for the first 20 ms of the sferics,

we find that ]]s•- So[[•/][So]]•= 0.020, indicating
that the mean deviation

between the two waveforms

is •2%.

We should reemphasizethat this deducedcurrent
moment is, in effect, a low-passfiltered versionof the
actual source current

because of the bandwidth

limi-

tation of the observed sferics used in the calculation.

Thus the measuredcurrent risetimes and peak currents are likely slower and lower, respectively,than
in the actual lightning current. However,the cumulative chargemoment changeis measuredaccurately
becauseof the smoothing nature of the integration
requiredto calculateit. This featuremakesthe techniquedescribedhere very powerfulfor remotelymeasuring chargemoment changes.
There are a number of potential error sourcesin
making a measurement of source current from observedELF sferics.This techniquerequiresan absolute calibration of the ELF receiver,and the Stanford
receiver used in this work has a calibration

•5%.

error of

Because we do not know the state of the iono-

moment

can be extracted

from

the observed

ELF

sferic and the modeled ELF impulse response. We
found linear regularization to be a useful deconvolution method for this problem, and we showedthat
the overalltechniqueis robustin the presenceof noise
and demonstratedthe application of this technique
to extract

the source current moment from observed

sferics.

Because sferics propagate in the low-loss waveguide formed by the Earth and ionosphereand can
therefore be observedvery long distancesfrom the
sourcelightning(as far as aroundthe world in the
case of high-amplitudesferics), the techniquedescribedhere representsa powerfulmethod by which
lightning currentscan be measuredover a large geographic area with a single receiver. Becausethe
sferic frequenciesused in this techniqueare limited
to less than •1.5 kHz, the extracted source currents can be consideredlow-pass-filteredversionsof
the actual lightning current. While this fact effectively limits the measurablerisetime of the source
current and tends to reduce the measuredpeak currents, it doesnot limit the measurabilityof the total
chargetransfer in the discharge.For this reasonthis
ELF techniquehas proved very useful in measuring
lightning currents and charge transfers on millisecond timescales,such as those associatedwith sprites

sphere all along the propagationpath, there is
ways some differencebetween the modeled impulse
responsewe use and the actual propagationimpulse
response. We have assessedthis error by applying
the techniqueto a single sferic with a range of reasonableionosphericprofiles,which indicatesa •5%
variability in the extracted charge moment magnitudes. As discussedin section 3.2, •cheerror most
difficuk to quantify is that associatedwith the signal noise. This error can be significant,especiallyat
later times when the current varies slowly, and one
must be careful not to place too much significance
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